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Executive Abstract

Side-channel attacks are an important class of cryptanalytic techniques in which an adver-
sary exploits the physically observable features of a target device in order to recover secret
information. They are therefore less general - since specific to a given implementation - but
often much more powerful than classical cryptanalysis, and are considered very seriously by
cryptographic devices manufacturers. Because of their intrinsic relation with the physical
specificities of microelectronic circuits, such attacks are also difficult to evaluate, prevent and
model. As a consequence, research in this field has first been oriented towards ad hoc counter-
measures and security evaluations. In many cases a fair comparison of the proposed attacks
and countermeasures is rather difficult, as methods in side-channel analysis differ as much as
the leakages of the underlying microelectronic circuits. Hence there exists a big need for a
unified theoretical model for side channel attacks, allowing to apply classical security notions
to the physical leakages of cryptographic devices and a better comparability of attacks as well
as countermeasures. The first chapter of this document gives an overview of the work accom-
plished in the modeling of side-channel attacks. It will also be pointed out why modeling of
side side-channel attacks is a difficult task.

In the second chapter of this document, the model of Standaert et al., which is the most
elaborate model on side-channel attacks available at this time, is applied to some of the
most important side-channel attacks published. We re-write these different publications in
a unified way. We note however that this part of the report is a draft document that does
not correspond to the most recent version of [12]. Also, this re-writing is not central in the
application of the model. It is just aimed to be a preliminary step in the application of
unified metrics to compare attacks and implementations. With this respect, the different
works referred to in the first part of this report have to be seen as its main contribution.



State of the Art in Theoretical
Modeling of Side-Channel Attacks

In the years after the invention of side-channel attacks in 1999, research in side-channel
attacks and countermeasures has mostly been oriented towards ad hoc countermeasures and
security evaluations. This resulted in a succession of attacks, protections and attacks against
protected designs. Such results summarized in [7] typically exhibit the recent and rapidly
evolving nature of physically observable cryptography.

By opposition to the combination of ad hoc solutions for the analysis of side-channel
attacks, the goal of theoretical models in physically observable cryptography is to provide a
sound framework allowing to evaluate cryptographic devices in a fair manner. But arguably
because of the difficulty to connect physical leakages with classical security notions, the first
attempts to model and provably address side-channel attacks have shown limitations in their
application to practice. Such limitations are mainly caused by two types of reasons. First,
cryptographic devices have to be reasonably efficient, which prevents from implementing
side-channel countermeasures of which the cost is prohibitive. Second, the notion of physical
leakage is highly device-dependent which makes general conclusions difficult to obtain. For
example, Micali and Reyzin initiated an analysis of side-channels taking the modularity of
physically observable computations into account. It notably defines the notion of physical
computer that is the combination of an abstract computer (i.e. a Turing machine) and a
leakage function. The model in [8] is very general, capturing almost any conceivable form of
physical leakage. But because of the great generality of the assumptions, the obtained positive
results (i.e. leading to useful constructions) are quite restricted in nature, and it is not clear
how they apply to practice. This is especially true for primitives such as modern block ciphers
for which even the black box security cannot be proven. As a consequence of this state-of-the
art, the goal of the present deliverable is to consider the possibility to develop a specialized
model for side-channel attacks that could lead to theoretically meaningful and practically
useful conclusions. Due to the challenging nature of the question, no definitive answer will
be provided. Rather, we browse the different type of works that have been published during
the ECRYPT project and relate to the question of sound models for side-channel attacks.

First and directly related to the modeling of side-channel attacks, the framework in [12]
formally considers the problem of side-channel key recovery that is the most frequently found
in practice. It discusses how basic (but practically essential) questions such as “how to com-
pare two implementations?” and “how to compare two side-channel adversaries?” are central
in the understanding of physically observable devices. In order to answer these questions,
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[12] proposes a methodological division between implementations and adversaries. That is, it
extends the model of Micali and Reyzin in order to quantify both the implementation issue
(i.e. “how good is my implementation?”) and the adversarial issue (i.e. “how strong is my
adversary?”) in the physically observable setting. It is then argued that such a methodolog-
ical separation of both concerns brings essential insights and avoids previous confusions in
the analysis of side-channel attacks. As a consequence, two types of evaluation metrics are
introduced. First, an information theoretic metric is used to measure the amount of informa-
tion that is provided by a given implementation. Second, an actual security metric is used to
measure how this information can be turned into a successful attack. Actual candidates for
the metrics are introduced and shown to allow comparing different implementations or adver-
saries. Some important connections between the metrics are also demonstrated. Eventually, a
unified evaluation methodology for side-channel attacks is provided. First applications of this
framework to the analysis of cryptographic hardware implementations can be found in [6, 11].
Furthermore the evaluation methodology has been applied to numerous state-of-the-art algo-
rithms proposed for side channel analysis. A detailed report on this evaluation can be found
in the next chapter of this document.

Following this framework, a first important open problem is the efficient computation
of the various metrics introduced to evaluate cryptographic hardware devices. As far as
the comparison of implementations is concerned, the evaluation of an information theoretic
metric implies the approximation of the leakage probability density functions. But in practice,
the number of samples in the side-channel leakages and the number of plaintexts and keys1

for which these distributions have to be estimated can be very large and lead to unrealistic
complexities. As a consequence, different methods have been introduced to handle such
problems in a systematic manner. Namely, data dimensionality reduction techniques such as
the Principal Component Analysis can be used to select the actual time samples for which the
leakage distributions are to be approximated [1]. Similarly, the stochastic models in [10] can
be used to reduce the number of distributions to estimate in an optimal manner, i.e. leading
to a minimum loss of information. In both cases, the inherent complexity of the side-channel
problem implies to combine sound theoretical principles with good heuristics.

In parallel to the evaluation of implementations in a strong adversarial complex, another
important theoretical question relates to the development of flexible side-channel adversaries.
That is, side-channel attacks frequently require some knowledge about the target device in
order to efficiently exploit the leakages. As a typical example, attacks such as in [2] assume
a so-called “Hamming distance” leakage model. Since such models are not always available
to the adversary, in particular when countermeasures against side-channel attacks are imple-
mented, an interesting research direction is the development of attacks that are successful
without doing assumptions on the leakage model. In this context, the goal is not to be effi-
cient anymore (in general, the better one knows about a leakage model, the better one can
attack) but to be generic. Interestingly, the conditional entropy that can be used as an eval-
uation metric also has interesting properties when used in such generic attacks. The mutual
information analysis introduced in [3] is a first example of such side-channel distinguisher.

Finally, next to the evaluation of implementations and development of attacks, a final goal
of theoretical models for side-channel attacks is to design and argue about the security of new

1And possibly other parameters, e.g. masks in protected designs such as in [5].
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constructions. The pseudo random number generator in [9] is an example of such designs.
It shows how security arguments for cryptographic devices can be devised if one combines
limited information leakage and limited computational power for the adversaries.

In summary, various contributions of the ECRYPT Network of Excellence can be related
to the formal analysis of side-channel attacks, including [1, 3, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12]. This list
is not claimed to be exhaustive and several other proposals coexist in the literature. Due
to the recent nature of the research topic, these works also constitute directions for future
investigations and research. We believe that the aforementioned elements are important in the
understanding of physically observable cryptography and contain reasonable starting points
for a more theoretical discussion on physically observable cryptography.
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Draft Application of a Theoretical
Model for the Analysis of
Side-Channel Attacks to a Suite of
Algorithms

To gain a better comparability of the different attack algorithms, the most important algo-
rithms have been analyzed and compared in a unified framework. Most of the algorithms have
been proposed by different authors assuming different conditions on the underlying target as
well as different adversarial models. This framework refers to the description of a side-channel
adversary and the evaluation methodology introduced in [SMY06], respectively in Sections
3.3 and 4. It yields the following steps in our attack evaluations2:

1. Implementation:

2. Target:

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Preparation phase:
• Exploitation phase:

(b) Physical potential:

• Preparation phase:
• Exploitation phase:

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the preparation phase:

• Leakage model:
• Leakage transform:

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

2Those have been slightly modified in the most recent version of [SMY06]. As mentioned in the introduction
of this report, the following descriptions were an ongoing work when the ECRYPT project ended.

7
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• Input selection:
• Values derivation:
• Leakage modeling:
• Leakage observation:
• Leakage transform:
• Statistical comparison:
• Decision:
• Offline computation:

(c) (Short) description of the preparation phase:

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information:

(b) Success rate:

(c) Other criteria:
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Kocher’s Differential Power Analysis [KJJ99]

1. Implementation: A software implementation of DES running at 3.57 MHz. No addi-
tional details are given in the paper.

2. Target: The complete attack targets the 48 bits of the last round key. The divide and
conquer strategy considers eight separate attacks with 6-bit gains.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Preparation phase: Leakage only.
• Exploitation phase: Known ciphertexts.

(b) Physical potential:

• Preparation phase: Low [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the preparation phase:

• Leakage model: ∅
• Leakage transform: For each leakage trace, the time samples corresponding to

last encryption round are identified and selected.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The inputs are selected randomly, in a non-adaptative way.
Note that the same traces are used for all the 6-bit gain attacks.
• Values derivation: For each 6-bit part of the key and the corresponding S-

box, [KJJ99] computes the value of one output bit b of the S-box as a function
of the target key candidates Ks and the ciphertexts Ci. This is done through
a DPA selection function D(Ci, b,Ks)).
• Leakage modeling: No leakages modeling is performed. The attack only as-

sumes that the leakages are correlated with the values b.
• Leakage observation: A 50 ohm resistor is inserted in series with the power

or ground pin. The voltage difference across the resistor is measured with
an oscilloscope while the implementation runs at 3.57 MHz. The sampling
frequency is not specified.
• Leakage transform: According to the preparation phase, only the leakages

corresponding to the last encryption round are analyzed.
• Statistical comparison: For each time instant j, each guess for Ks, and each

bit b, the adversary computes the difference between the average of the traces
for which D(C, b,Ks) is one and the average of the traces Ti[j] for which
D(C, b,Ks) is zero:

∆D[j] =
∑m

i=1D(Ci, b,Ks)Ti[j]∑m
i=1D(Ci, b,Ks)

−
∑m

i=1(1−D(Ci, b,Ks))Ti[j]∑m
i=1(1−D(Ci, b,Ks))

.
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• Decision: Hard strategy. For each bit b, “the correct value Ks is identified
from the spikes in ∆D[j]”. Note that since each S-box has 4 output bits and a
single bit is used in this hard strategy, the other bits could be used to “provide
confirmation of key guesses”.
• Offline computation: None.

(c) (Short) description of the preparation phase: A Simple Power analysis (SPA) is
performed to identify the last round in the leakage traces and consequently reduce
the computational cost of the exploitation phase. The measurement setup is similar
than in the exploitation phase.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: A single experiment is described in the paper, successful after 1000
queries to the target device.
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Correlation Power Analysis against an FPGA implementation
of the AES Rijndael [SOP04]

1. Implementation: An FPGA (Xilinx Virtex XCV800) implementation of the AES
Rijndael running at approximately 100MHz, based on a 128-bit loop architecture with
pipeline, detailed in [SRQL03].

2. Target: The complete attack targets a full 128-bit key. The divide and conquer strategy
considers 16 separate attacks with 8-bit gains.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Preparation phase: Known key.
• Exploitation phase: Known plaintexts.

(b) Physical potential:

• Preparation phase: Low [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the exploitation phase:

• Leakage model: the attack assumes that the leakages are correlated with the
Hamming distance between consecutive values in the FPGA registers. Let Ri

and Ri+1 be two consecutive values inside a target register, i.e. the values for
cycles i and i+1, the leakage model for this transition equals: WH(Ri⊕Ri+1).
• Leakage transform: For each leakage trace, the time samples corresponding to

the target encryption cycle are identified and selected. In addition, only the
maximum value of this cycle is kept in memory.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The inputs are selected randomly, in a non-adaptative way.
Note that the same traces are used for all the 8-bit gain attacks.
• Values derivation: For each 8-bit part of the key and a number of plaintexts
N , the attacker computes the content of all the registers that can be predicted
thanks to an 8-bit guess. This mainly corresponds to the six 8-bit registers in
the first round S-box pipeline stages.
• Leakage modeling: For each 8-bit part of the key, the attacker predicts the

Hamming distance between the previously derived consecutive values. This
results in a N × 28 prediction matrix.
• Leakage observation: The FPGA encrypts the same N plaintexts as during the

modelings with a single secret key. The power consumption is measured for
the 52 consecutive clock cycles of the encryption. No precision is given about
the measurement apparatus, excepted the brand of the oscilloscope: Tektronix
TDS 7104.
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• Leakages transform: Averaging is applied 10 times for each encrypted plaintext
trace to remove noise from the measurements. The maximum value of the
power consumption for each encryption cycle is stored in a N × 52 matrix.
The transform selects the matrix column corresponding to the computation
targeted in the modeling phase.
• Statistical comparison: The attacker computes the correlation coefficient be-

tween a column of the power consumption vector obtained from the leakage
mapping and all the columns of the prediction matrix, corresponding to all
the key guesses. Let Mi denote the ith mapped observation and M the set of
all traces. Let Pi denote the prediction of the model for the ith trace, and P
denote the set of such predictions. The correlation coefficient equals:

C(M,P ) =
E(M.P )− E(M)E(P )√

V ar(M)V ar(P )

• Decision: Hard strategy. Only the key candidate with the highest correlation
value is selected and tested.
• Offline computation: None.

(c) (Short) description of the preparation phase: Two steps are performed preliminar-
ily to the attack. First a design with large (4096-bit) registers is implemented
in such a way that the number of bit switches in the FPGA registers regularly
increase/decrease. This experiment allows the intuitive validation of the power
consumption model since the corresponding power traces clearly illustrate a tri-
angular increasing/decreasing switching pattern (Figure 2 in [SOP04]). Second,
a known key experiment is performed in which all the FPGA register transitions
are predicted for one encryption cycle. The correlation coefficient is computed for
this known key predictions (and is worth 0.45) in order quantitatively confirm the
quality of the model (Figure 5.D in [SOP04]).

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: A single experiment is described in the paper, successful after 1000
generated plaintexts (Figure 5.E in [SOP04]) and 10000 queries to the target device
(because of the 10 times averaging process).
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A practical implementation of a timing attack [DK+98]

1. Implementation: A software implementation of RSA on an ARM-based smart card
(32 bit processor). Modular exponentiation is performed using a left-to-right square and
multiply with Montgomery multiplication and without CRT. The attack was performed
against a simulator of the smart card providing an accurate estimate of the running
time in clock cycles.

2. Target: The attack targets the full RSA key, following an iterative bit-by-bit divide
and conquer strategy.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Preparation phase: leakage only
• Exploitation phase: known ciphertexts

(b) Physical potential:

• Preparation phase: low
• Exploitation phase: low

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the preparation phase:

• Leakage model: The attack assumes that the overall running time is corre-
lated with the time needed for an individual Montgomery multiplication and
that, depending on the input values, a given multiplication can only take two
possible times, denoted long and short3.
• Leakage transform: ∅

(b) Description of the exploitation phase: Let us denote k1, . . . , kn the consecutive bits
of the key, MSB first. The attack is iterative. At step i, the attacker assumes that
bits k1, . . . ki−1 of the key have already been recovered, so that the square and
multiply algorithm can be simulated up to that step. The attacker’s goal is to
recover ki.

• Input selection: The inputs are selected randomly, in a non-adaptative way.
The same traces are used for all bits of the key recovery.
• Values derivation: The attacker considers Si, the i-th squaring of the square-

and-multiply algorithm (i.e. the squaring occurring after the conditional mul-
tiplication that depends on ki). For the two possible values of ki and for
each ciphertext of a set C, the attacker computes the value of the two inputs
parameters of Si.
• Leakage modeling: For each pair of input parameters, the attacker determines

whether the execution of Si would be long or short.
3The Mongtomery algorithm consists in a (typically constant-time) loop yielding a result that is either

smaller than the modulus or slightly larger than it. In the latter case, the correct result is obtained by
subtracting the modulus from the partial result. A long time corresponds to the loop plus an extra subtraction;
a short time corresponds to the loop only.
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• Leakage observation: The attacker measures the actual running times corre-
sponding to the full RSA exponentiation, for all ciphertexts contained in the
same set C as for the values derivation.
• Leakage transform: ∅
• Statistical comparison: The attacker builds two different partitions of C:

(Ai0 , Bi0) and (Ai1 , Bi1), so that Aij (resp. Bij ) contains all ciphertexts for
which operation Si required (resp. did not require) an extra reduction, pro-
vided ki = j. He then considers the measured running times and computes the
average running time for each subset Ai0 , Bi0 , Ai1 , Bi1 . Finally, he computes
∆0 = T (Ai0) − T (Bi0) and ∆1 = T (Ai1) − T (Bi1). Depending on the actual
value of ki, only one of these differences is expected to be meaningful.
• Decision: Hard strategy. The key bit candidate giving rise to the largest

difference is taken as ki and used to recover the following bits.
• Offline computation: ∅

(c) (Short) description of the preparation phase: none.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: An attack against a 512-bit RSA key requires approximately 350–
400 000 ciphertexts to be successful.
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Second-Order Attack against a Masked AES Software Imple-
mentation [OMHT06]

1. Implementation: A software implementation on an 8-bit microcontroller of which the
type and brand name is known. High-level information about the implementation (the
masking scheme) is given. Further details about the microcontroller can be obtained
from its documentation.

2. Target: The attack aims to reveal the entire AES key. There are different attack
scenarios described in the paper. One attacks the key bit by bit. The other, which
is the one that is described in this section, attacks the key byte by byte. Hence it is
assumed that all bytes of the key are equally difficult to attack such that a divide and
conquer strategy require 16 separate attacks with 8-bit gains each.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: No training is required.
• Exploitation phase: Known inputs (plaintext or ciphertext).

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the training phase:

• Prediction function: ∅
• Mapping: The parts of the power traces that correspond to the first (last)

encryption round are identified. In the rest of the description we will assume
that the attack targets the first encryption round. Within the first encryption
round, an interval is selected that is likely to contain the first masked AES
SubBytes operation. This particular part or interval of the trace is selected
for further processing.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The inputs are selected at random.
• Values derivation: The intermediate values that are predicted are the inputs

and outputs of a masked AES SubBytes computation. For each attack 8-bits
of the key have to be guessed simultaneously.
• Leakages prediction: The predicted intermediate values have to be mapped

to joint leakage because it is a second-order DPA attack. Hence, the input
values and their corresponding output values (of the masked AES SubBytes)
operation are exclusive-ored. Then the Hamming weight is computed of this
result. This leads to a N × 28 hypothesis matrix.
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• Leakage observation:
The microcontroller performs N executions of a masked AES software imple-
mentation with the same secret key. The acquired power traces contain the
first encryption round. The measurement setup is known. It consists of a
standard LeCroy oscilloscope (8-bit resolution) and a differential probe.
• Leakages mapping: A pre-processing function is applied to all combinations

of points in the interval that was identified in the training phase. The prepro-
cessing function that is used is pre(tx, ty) = |tx − ty|.
• Statistical comparison: The attacker computes a standard DPA attack using

the correlation coefficient as statistical measure. Hence, for each key hypoth-
esis, the corresponding hypothetical leakages are correlated with the prepro-
cessed power traces.
• Decision: The key hypothesis that leads to a correlation traces that shows

the highest peak at a sensible point in time indicates the correct key.
• Offline computation:

(c) (Short) description of the training phase: A visual inspection of the power traces
is performed in order to identify the first (last) encryption round and the SubBytes
operation within this round.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: The maximum value for the correlation coefficient for an attack
on a masked AES SubBytes operation using the given pre-processing function
is given. It is shown that an actual implementation leads to this correlation.
Furthermore, the number of needed power traces to achieve this correlation is
given. In short these numbers are: 0.24 (the maximum correlation coefficient),
and 500 (the estimate for the number of needed power traces).
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Template-based DPA Attack against a Masked AES Software
Implementation [OM07]

1. Implementation: A software implementation on an 8-bit microcontroller of which the
type and brand name is known. High-level information about the implementation (the
masking scheme) is given. Further details about the microcontroller can be obtained
from its documentation.

2. Target: The attack aims to reveal the entire AES key. There are different attack
scenarios described in the paper. In this section we focus on a template-based DPA
attack. It reveals the key byte by byte. Hence it is assumed that all bytes of the key are
equally difficult to attack such that a divide and conquer strategy require 16 separate
attacks with 8-bit gains each.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: Inputs (data and masks) are known.
• Exploitation phase: Known inputs (plaintext or ciphertext).

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the training phase:

• Prediction function: Intermediate values that correspond to masks and
output values of a masked AES SubBytes operation are predicted. Those
predictions are mapped to hypothetical power consumption values using the
Hamming-weight leakage model.
• Mapping: The parts of the power traces that correspond to the first (last)

encryption round are identified. In the rest of the description we will assume
that the attack targets the first encryption round. Within the first encryp-
tion round, an interval is selected that is likely to contain the first masked
AES SubBytes operation. This particular part or interval of the trace then
characterised using templates. In total 81 templates are built.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The inputs are selected at random.
• Values derivation: The intermediate values that are predicted are the masks

and outputs of a masked AES SubBytes computation. For each attack 8-bits
of the key have to be guessed simultaneously and all 8-bit values of the mask
have to be searched exhaustively. The key guesses and the mask guesses are
independent.
• Leakages prediction: The predicted intermediate values have to be mapped

to templates. Each pair of guessed mask and corresponding masked AES
SubBytes output maps to one template.
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• Leakage observation:
The microcontroller performs N executions of a masked AES software imple-
mentation with the same secret key. The acquired power traces contain the
first encryption round. The measurement setup is known. It consists of a
standard LeCroy oscilloscope (8-bit resolution) and a differential probe.
• Leakages mapping: The interval that corresponds to the templates, which

was determined during the training phase, is selected.
• Statistical comparison: The attacker computes a template-based DPA attack

matching probabilities as statistical measure. Hence, for each key hypothesis,
the corresponding templates are matched with the power traces. The matching
probabilities are combined using Bayes’ rule in order to derive the overall
matching probability.
• Decision: The key hypothesis that leads to the highest matching probability

indicates the correct key.
• Offline computation:

(c) (Short) description of the training phase: A visual inspection of the power traces
is performed in order to identify the first (last) encryption round and the SubBytes
operation within this round. Then, a DPA attack is performed in order to identify
the points within the first round that give the most information related to the
Hamming weights of the mask and the masked AES SubBytes operation. These
points are used to build the templates.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: The average number of needed power traces is evaluated empiri-
cally. A rather conservative estimate is given. It is said that about 15 power traces
are sufficient to reveal the secret key.
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The “Maximum Likelihood Principle” in “A Stochastic Model
for Differential Side Channel Cryptanalysis” [SLP05]

1. Implementation: A software implementation of the AES on the 8-bit microcontroller
ATM163, running at approximately 3.57 MHz.

2. Target: The complete attack targets a full 128-bit key. The divide and conquer
strategy considers 16 separate attacks with 8-bit gains.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: Known key k, known plaintext x, N measurement vectors
• Exploitation phase: Known plaintext x, N3 measurement vectors

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low [CC02]
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02]

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the preparation phase:

• Leakage model: A measurement at time t is seen as a realization of the
random variable

It(x, k) = ht(x, k) +Rt. (1)

The first summand ht(x, k) quantifies the deterministic part of the measure-
ment as far it depends on data x and key k. The term Rt denotes a random
variable that does not depend on x and k. The attack requires a leakage model
as input to the preparation phase. Tested leakage models in [SLP05] are the
Hamming weight model, the bit-wise coefficient model and the bit-wise coeffi-
cient model extended with some second-order terms. The bit-wise coefficient
model turned out to be the most appropriate to the observed kind of side
channel leakage.
• Internal state to be profiled: output of the AES S-box S in the first round:
S(x⊕ k) [SLP05].
• Estimation of the deterministic leakage: The estimation of the deterministic

leakage is done by solving an overdetermined system of N1 (N1 < N) linear
equations for each time sample t. The measured sample at time t is seen as
the side channel response on the internal state. The vector subspace used
for the estimation is spanned by the constant function g0t := 1 and the basis
functions gjt of the chosen leakage model for j > 1. For example, the bit-wise
coefficient model yields eight further basis functions, i.e., one basis function
for each bit of the intermediate result S(x ⊕ k). In this case, one obtains a
nine dimensional vector subspace (u = 9). Following the common approach
for general linear least squares one computes the coefficients β∗jt for each basis
function j. As result, the estimation for the deterministic part is given by
h̃∗t (x, k) =

∑u−1
j=0 β

∗
jtgjt(x, k). See [SLP05] for details.
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• Selection of time samples: The number of time samples of the measure-
ment trace should be reduced in order to exclude time samples that do not
contribute to the side channel leakage of the internal state. For the reduc-
tion, the squared Euclidean norm of the obtained data dependent coefficients
‖b‖2 := ‖(β∗1,t, β

∗
2,t, ..., β

∗
u−1,t)‖2 can be used as suggested in [SLP05]. Time

samples that yield significant data dependent contributions ‖b‖2 are selected
for further analysis. To further reduce the number of time samples, only up

to 3 samples are selected per clock cycle. Let ~̃h
∗
~t (x, k) denote the vector of the

deterministic part at the m selected time samples.
• Estimation of multivariate Gaussian probability density for the noise: For

the m selected time samples, a multivariate Gaussian density is estimated
using N2 := N − N1 measurements. For the selected time samples of each
measurement vector, the difference of the measured sample and the estimated
deterministic leakage is defined as the noise vector. If the computed covariance
matrix C of the noise vectors is regular this yields an estimation on the m-
dimensional density fC with

fC : Rm → R fC(~z) =
1√

(2π)m detC
e−

1
2
~zT C−1~z .

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:
• Input selection: The inputs are selected randomly, in a non-adaptive way.

Note that the same traces are used for all the 8-bit gain attacks.
• Values derivation: For each 8-bit part of the key and a number of plaintexts
N◦, the attacker computes the internal state S(x⊕ k).
• Leakage modeling: For each 8-bit part of the key, the attacker estimates the

noise vector by subtracting the predicted deterministic leakage portion. The
multivariate Gaussian probability distribution obtained in the preparation
phase is assumed for the noise.
• Leakage observation: The ATM163 encrypts the N3 plaintexts as during the

preparation phase with a single secret key k◦. Power measurements were done
in the ground line over a small resistor. The oscilloscope used was the Agilent
infiniium 54832D. The sampling rate was 200 MHz.
• Leakage transform: Analysis extracts the samples at the m selected points in

time from the leakage trace.
• Statistical comparison: For each key guess k the likelihood function

α(x1, . . . , xN3 ; k) :=
N3∏
j=1

f̃C

(
~i~t(xj , k

◦)− ~̃h
∗
~t (xj , k)

)
is computed where f̃C denotes the estimation of the noise that the adversary
has determined as result of the preparation phase. Note that ~i~t(xj , k

◦) are
quantities that implicitly depend on the correct subkey k◦.
• Decision: Hard Strategy. Adversary outputs

k′ = arg max
k∈{0,1}8

α(x1, . . . , xN3 ; k)

that maximizes the likelihood (maximum likelihood principle).
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• Offline computation: No special offline computation.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: about 84% for N1 = 1000, N2 = 1000 and N3 = 10.

(c) Other criteria: Choice of vector subspaces for the modelling of the leakage. Choice
of time samples.
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The “Minimum Principle” in “A Stochastic Model for Differ-
ential Side Channel Cryptanalysis” [SLP05]

Note that many items are similar or even identical to Section . The statistics used is different
to Section .

1. Implementation: A software implementation of the AES on the 8-bit microcontroller
ATM163, running at approximately 3.57 MHz.

2. Target: The complete attack targets a full 128-bit key. The divide and conquer
strategy considers 16 separate attacks with 8-bit gains.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: Known key k, known plaintext x, N measurement vectors
• Exploitation phase: Known plaintext x, N3 measurement vectors

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low [CC02]
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02]

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the preparation phase:

• Leakage model: A measurement at time t is seen as a realization of the
random variable

It(x, k) = ht(x, k) +Rt. (2)

The first summand ht(x, k) quantifies the deterministic part of the measure-
ment as far it depends on data x and key k. The term Rt denotes a random
variable that does not depend on x and k. The attack requires a leakage model
as input to the preparation phase. Tested leakage models in [SLP05] are the
Hamming weight model, the bit-wise coefficient model and the bit-wise coeffi-
cient model extended with some second-order terms. The bit-wise coefficient
model turned out to be the most appropriate to the observed kind of side
channel leakage.
• Internal state to be profiled: output of the AES S-box S in the first round:
S(x⊕ k) [SLP05].
• Estimation of the deterministic leakage: The estimation of the deterministic

leakage is done by solving an overdetermined system of N linear equations
for each time sample t. The measured sample at time t is seen as the side
channel response on the internal state. The vector subspace used for the es-
timation is spanned by the constant function g0t := 1 and the basis functions
gjt of the chosen leakage model for j > 1. For example, the bit-wise coef-
ficient model yields eight further basis functions, i.e., one basis function for
each bit of the intermediate result S(x ⊕ k). In this case, one obtains a nine
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dimensional vector subspace (u = 9). Following the common approach for
general linear least squares one computes the coefficients β∗jt for each basis
function j. As result, the estimation for the deterministic part is given by
h̃∗t (x, k) =

∑u−1
j=0 β

∗
jtgjt(x, k). See [SLP05] for details.

• Selection of time samples: The number of time samples of the measure-
ment trace should be reduced in order to exclude time samples that do not
contribute to the side channel leakage of the internal state. For the reduc-
tion, the squared Euclidean norm of the obtained data dependent coefficients
‖b‖2 := ‖(β∗1,t, β

∗
2,t, ..., β

∗
u−1,t)‖2 can be used as suggested in [SLP05]. Time

samples that yield significant data dependent contributions ‖b‖2 are selected

for further analysis. Let ~̃h
∗
~t (x, k) denote the vector of the deterministic part

at the m selected time samples.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The inputs are selected randomly, in a non-adaptive way.
Note that the same traces are used for all the 8-bit gain attacks.
• Values derivation: For each 8-bit part of the key and a number of plaintexts
N◦, the attacker computes the internal state S(x⊕ k).
• Leakage modeling: For each 8-bit part of the key, the attacker estimates the

noise vector by subtracting the predicted deterministic leakage portion. The
squared Euclidean norm of the estimated noise vector is used for statistics.
• Leakage observation: The ATM163 encrypts the N3 plaintexts as during the

preparation phase with a single secret key k◦. Power measurements were done
in the ground line over a small resistor. The oscilloscope used was the Agilent
infiniium 54832D. The sampling rate was 200 MHz.
• Leakage transform: Analysis extracts the samples at the selected points in

time from the leakage trace.
• Statistical comparison: For each key guess k the term

α(x1, . . . , xN3 ; k) :=
1
N3

N3∑
j=1

‖~i~t(xj , k
◦)− ~̃h

∗
~t (xj , k)‖2

is computed. Note that ~i~t(xj , k
◦) are quantities that implicitly depend on the

correct subkey k◦.
• Decision: Hard Strategy. Adversary outputs

k′ = arg min
k∈{0,1}8

α(x1, . . . , xN3 ; k)

that minimizes the squared deviations from the estimated deterministic side
channel leakage (minimum principle).
• Offline computation: No special offline computation.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: about 78% for N = 2000 and N3 = 10.
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(c) Other criteria: Choice of vector subspaces for the modelling of the leakage. Choice
of time samples.
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Classical Template Attack [CRR02]

1. Implementation: An implementation of the RC4 is being attacked. Furthermore an
attack on a smart card with a fast DES hardware as well as an attack on a server with
an SSL accelerator are briefly described. The attack on the RC4 and the DES are based
on power measurements. The attack on the SSL accelerator is based on the EM signal
recorded from 5 meters distance. No additional details are given in the paper.

2. Target: The attack targets the full key of the key scheduling algorithm of RC4. It
attacks one byte of the key at a time, following a divide and conquer approach.

The attack on the smart card targets the the key loading from the EEPROM and
the checksum calculation. The attack on the SSL accelerator targets the 2048 bit
exponentiation.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: Chosen keys.
• Exploitation phase: Single leakage trace only.

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low, medium for the EM attack on a closed server [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low, medium for the EM attack [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the exploitation phase:

• Leakage Model: The multivariate Gaussian noise model of the templates is
evaluated using the probability density function.
• Leakage Transform: A small number of sample points as defined in the

template are chosen from the leakage traces.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: No input. A single measurement of the key-scheduling algo-
rithm of RC4 is used for all n-bit gain attacks. That is, one single measurement
is attacked.
• Values derivation:

For each possible value of one s-bit part of the key, [CRR02] computes the
probability of observing the determined noise vector ~n. All values that are not
within a certain confidence margin are dropped.
• Leakage modeling: A multivariate Gaussian noise model defined in the tem-

plates is assumed. The model is realized in so-called templates, one template
for each possible key part ki. Each template consists of an average value ~µki

and a covariance matrix ~Cki
. This implementation-specific noise model is de-

rived in the preparation phase. The multivariate Gaussian noise model of the
templates is evaluated using probability density function pki

.
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• Leakage observation: The target platform performs the key-scheduling of the
RC4 using the secret key. One single measurement of the power consumption
is recorded for the exploitation phase. The same sample points that were used
for the template are extracted from the measurement and used for the attack.
The measurement setup is not clearly mentioned.
The authors state the attack on the SSL accelerator was performed using EM
measurements recorded over a distance of 5 meters.
• Leakage Transform: A small number of sample points as defined in the

template are chosen from the leakage trace N . The average value ~µki
of the

corresponding template is subtracted from the vector of these sample points
p(N) to construct the noise vector ~n = p(N)− ~µki

.
• Statistical comparison: For each key hypothesis ki, the probability density

function pki
of observing the noise vector n (of length L) of the leakage trace

is calculated using

pki
(~n) =

1√
(2π)L

∣∣∣~Cki

∣∣∣ exp
(
−1

2
~nT ~C−1

ki
~n

)
.

• Decision: All hypotheses that have a probability pki
below a certain confidence

margin are dropped. The margin can be adjusted to keep the probability
of discarding a correct key part as low as desired. The authors introduce
a method where the results of this first round can be refined by using larger
templates for consecutive key parts (e.g. two bytes of the key) that only include
the hypotheses that passed the first test. This method is called extend-and-
prune strategy.
• Offline computation: Not described. Only necessary if more than one key

candidate passes the pruning process.

(c) (Short) description of the preparation phase:
A multivariate Gaussian noise model is constructed for the target implementation
of the cipher. One template is constructed for each value of each key portion ki.
The template is constructed in three steps. First an average signal ~µN = 1

L

∑L
l=1Nl

is computed. Second, the average signals of the different values are used to find
points of high difference and hence high interest. Only these points are kept in
the average signal ~µ = p(~µN ). Third, these points are used to build a multivariate
Gaussian noise model. The noise covariance matrix ~Cki

is constructed using the
noise vectors ~nl = p(Nl)− ~µ. The template for one key part ki now consists of the
noise covariance matrix ~Cki

and the average vector ~µki
.

For each template, the key-scheduling for the corresponding key is performed sev-
eral times to get the leakage traces.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.
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(c) Other criteria: An experiment attacking only 10 similar keys is described in the pa-
per. The used templates consist of 42 points. 2000 samples are used to build each
template during the preparation phase. During the exploitation phase, the au-
thors report success rates of approximately 100% when attacking a single recorded
sample.
For the attack on the smart card, the key loading phase is identified prior to the
attack.
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Collision Attacks against Feistel Ciphers [LMV04]

1. Implementation: A software implementation of DES running on a smartcard, em-
ploying a variable internal clock and electric noise (random peaks of power) as hardware
countermeasures. No more details about the smartcard or the software are given in the
paper. Note that the proposed collision attack is generally applicable to all Feistel ci-
phers and the DES implementation is only used to practically confirm the theoretical
analysis.

2. Target: In the case of DES, the complete attack targets the full 56 bit key. This is
achieved following an iterative strategy by introducing small differences in one S-box
and detecting collisions in the input of the second round function. Once the first subkey
is known, the following rounds can be attacked. Each collision provides knowledge of
4 key bits, hence 14 collisions are needed to expose the full key. As only 8 specially
chosen messages guarantee the existence of a single collision, the 56 bit key is revealed
after 14× 8 = 112 messages.

In general, 21+r/2 plaintexts yield a collision for any Feistel block cipher, where r denotes
the output dimension of the S-box. The cost for recovering the full secret key depends
on the key schedule of the particular cipher.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Preparation phase: known algorithm
• Exploitation phase: leakage, chosen plaintexts

(b) Physical potential:

• Preparation phase: Low [CC02]
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02]

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the exploitation phase:

• Leakage model: The attacker is not able to conclude from the leakage directly
to the values being manipulated during the computation, but can tell if a
collision occurs. The corresponding identical sequences of instructions (e.g.
the execution of one round of the cipher with the same input) are detected
by finding very similar power consumption curves. It is mentioned that the
power curves are often correlated with the hamming distance or the hamming
weight of the actual state, but for the attack it is sufficient to assume that
there exists a correlation between sequences of instructions and their leakage.
• Leakage transform: none

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The attacker introduces pairs of plaintexts with a fixed small
difference δR into the right branch of the block cipher, such that only one
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S-box is active4. The output of the first round function of a Feistel cipher
is XORed with the input of the left branch to form the input for the second
round function. Varying the input difference δL of the left branch, the aim is
to find two plaintexts for which the input of the second round function cancels
out, thus resulting in very similar power curves.
• Values derivation: Knowing that only one S-box in the first round function

is affected due to the chosen plaintexts, a maximum number of 2r different
inputs for the left branch, where r denotes the output width of one S-box,
have to be tested to obtain a collision for the chosen δR. The improved version
of the attack needs only 2r/2+1 plaintexts to guarantee for one collision.
• Leakage modeling: No leakage modelling is performed, it is just assumed that

collisions can be detected by very similar power curves, if the corresponding
computations take many clock cycles and depend greatly on the values of the
operands.
• Leakage observation: The full power curves of each round are taken into

account, although the meaningful portions in each round were identified. Re-
ducing the analysis to these could further improve the attack. No details are
given about the measurement setup.
• Leakage transform: To bypass the countermeasure of random power peaks,

5 samples are taken for the same encryption. Of these, only the one with the
smallest power consumption is considered.
• Statistical comparison: The difference ∆Power of the power consumption

curves C and C ′ is computed for each pair of plaintexts and each instant ti
according to

∑
(C(ti)− C ′(ti))2. Afterwards, all differences are averaged.

• Decision: A hard decision is made, assuming that a collision yields the
smallest average difference. For comparison purposes, the average differences
of all possible values output by one S-box are expressed as a ratio regarding
the minimum.
• Offline computation: none

(c) (Short) description of the preparation phase: Using methods from differential
cryptanalysis, pairs of plaintexts meeting the above mentioned conditions to give
a collision have to be identified.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.
(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.
(c) Other criteria: The basic experiment described in the paper clearly reveals one

collision in round 2 of the DES after sending 32 plaintexts, with the closest average
difference of a wrong guess deviating ≈ 9 % from the correct one. The improved
version also takes ’almost collisions’ into account, i.e. differences with a low ham-
ming weight and few active S-boxes occuring in the following rounds. This helps
to detect collisions in round 2 and greatly improves the performance of collision
attacks, such that the closest average difference of a wrong guess deviates ≈ 21 %.

4’active’ means that at least one input bit differs
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Correlation Power Analysis against a software DES implemen-
tation [BCO04]

1. Implementation: A software implementation of DES running on an 8-bit SmartCard
microcontroller. The clock frequency is not provided, but one may assume 3.57 MHz.
No additional details are given in the paper.

2. Target: The complete attack targets the 48 bits of the first round key. The divide and
conquer strategy considers eight separate attacks with 6-bit gains.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: Leakage only. (If a known key implementation is available
the effort of finding the reference state R can be reduced, see below.)
• Exploitation phase: Known plaintexts.

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the training phase:

• Prediction function: the attack assumes that the leakage is correlated with
the Hamming distance between the targeted data word D and a constant
reference state R (e.g. an opcode). Therefore the leakage model is: W =
a · HW (D ⊕ R) + b with W being the predicted leakage, HW denoting the
Hamming Weight function, and a, b two constants. As the adversary is not
interested in the constant offsets a and b, usually W = HW (D ⊕R) is used.
• Mapping: No details are given in the paper.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The inputs are selected randomly, in a non-adaptative way.
Note that the same traces are used for all the 6-bit gain attacks.
• Values derivation: For each 6-bit part of the key and the corresponding S-

box, [BCO04] computes the S-box output value Di as a function of the key
candidates Ks and the plaintexts Ni.
• Leakages prediction: For each key candidate, the attacker computes the Ham-

ming distances Wi between the predicted S-box output values Di and the
reference state R.
• Leakage observation: No details are given in the paper.
• Leakages mapping: No details are given in the paper.
• Statistical comparison: For each time instant j and each guess for Ks, the

adversary computes the Pearson correlation coefficient between the leakage
and the leakage prediction.
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• Decision: Hard strategy. The key candidate leading to the highest correlation
factor is assumed to be the correct key. However, numbers for the top six key
guesses are provided.
• Offline computation: None.

(c) (Short) description of the training phase: If an implementation with a known key
is available, the effort of finding the (constant) reference state R is reduced. In
such a case, the adversary can predict the S-box output D correctly and only needs
to derive R by exhaustive search. This is a simple task for 8-bit architectures. The
paper mentions that this exhaustive search is infeasible for 32-bit systems, but also
states that an adversary can still work with partial correlation, e.g. 8 out 32 bits.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: The paper describes two experiments: one against an 8-bit imple-
mentation and one against a 32-bit implementation. The 8-bit implementation
can be broken with 40 measurements, the 32-bit implementation with 100 mea-
surements.
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Investigations of Power Analysis Attacks on Smartcards
[MD99]

1. Implementation: A software implementation of DES running at 4 MHz with a bus
speed of 2 MHz on a typical 8-bit microprocessor-based smartcard.

2. Target: The target is the complete 64-bit key in several attacks with 6-bit subkey
guesses.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: Leakage and noise characterisation (only optional, not really
necessary for the attack).
• Exploitation phase: Known ciphertexts.

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the training phase:

• Prediction function: ∅
• Mapping: For each leakage trace, the time window corresponding to last en-

cryption rounds are identified and selected.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The inputs are selected randomly, but it is mentioned that
it is possible to maximize the bit biases by knowing how the S-box data is
packed into a table.
• Values derivation: The paper describes different possibilities:

– For each 6-bit part of the key and the corresponding S-box, [MD99] com-
putes the value of d output bits b of the S-box as a function of the target
key candidates Ks and the ciphertexts Ci. This is done through a DPA
selection function D(Ci, b,Ks)). Attacks are mounted for d = 1, 4, 8.

– Partitioning of the traces into bins can also be done based on the addresses
used for the S-box lookups. One that maximizes the number of address
bus transitions and one that minimizes that amount.

• Leakages prediction: No leakages prediction is performed. The attack only
assumes that the leakages are correlated with the values b.
• Leakage observation: A small resistor is inserted in series between the Vss pin

of the card and the true ground. The voltage difference across the resistor is
measured with an oscilloscope while the implementation runs at 4 MHz. The
sampling frequency is not specified.
• Leakages mapping:
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• Statistical comparison: For each time instant j, each guess for Ks, and the d
bits b, the adversary computes the difference between the average of the traces
for which D = 0d and the average of the traces for which D = 1d:
• Decision: Hard strategy, but sometimes a small brute force attack is needed

if several key guesses have the same magnitude bias as the correct key guess.
• Offline computation: None.

(c) (Short) description of the training phase: The noise is characterized (white noise)
and a matched filter is designed and implemented to maximize the signal-to-noise
ratio.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: The bias signal levels of the different attacks are shown together
with the amount of measurements needed.
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Using Second-Order Power Analysis to Attack DPA Resistant
Software [Mes00]

1. Implementation: A software implementation of a data-whitening routine running on
an ST16 smartcard. The clock frequency is 3.57 MHz.

2. Target: Both attacks, the first and a second-order attack target one byte of the secret
key.

3. Adversary capabilities:

(a) Black box context:

• Training phase: Leakage and noise characterization.
• Exploitation phase: None.

(b) Physical potential:

• Training phase: Low [CC02].
• Exploitation phase: Low [CC02].

4. Adversary description:

(a) Specification of the training phase:

• Prediction function: the attack assumes that the leakage is correlated with
the Hamming weight of the data being processed. Therefore the leakage model
is: W = ε ·HW [j]+L+n with W being the predicted leakage, HW represents
the Hamming Weight of the intermediate data result at time j, ε represents
the incremental amount of power for each extra ’1’ in the Hamming weight, L
represents the additive constant portion of the total power and n represents
the noise (of zero mean, so for sufficient statistical averaging n can be ignored).
• Mapping: It is assumed that the attacker knows exactly which time points in

the power trace to monitor. This is not necessary for the first-order attack but
it is used for second-order.

(b) Description of the exploitation phase:

• Input selection: The input bits are selected randomly, but after one bit (i-th
bit) being set to 0 or 1.
• Values derivation: In the first order attack for each bit b of an N -bit part of

the key [Mes00] computes the average power signals Ab. In the second order
attack for each bit b of an N -bit part of the key [Mes00] computes the average
statistic Sb.
• Leakages prediction: No leakage prediction. The attacks only assume that

leakages are correlated with the values b.
• Leakage observation: An 18 ohm resistor is inserted in series between the

smartcard and reader’s ground pins. The voltage difference across the resistor
is measured with an oscilloscope while the implementation runs at 3.57 MHz.
The sampling frequency is 1 Gsamples/second.
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• Leakages mapping: No details are given.
• Statistical comparison: In the first order attack for each time instant, for a

bit b the difference of the average power signals Ab is computed as a DPA
bias signal. In the second order attack for a bit b the difference of the average
power signals Sb is computed, where Sb is the absolute value of the difference
between power consumption in the two relevant time instants (the first one
when a mask is generated and the second one when a masked plaintext is xored
with the key).
• Decision: Hard strategy. When the DPA bias signal has a positive spike (in

the 1st order attack) the secret key bit is one, a negative one leads to zero.
For the second order attack the same holds for DPA bias statistic.
• Offline computation: None.

(c) (Short) description of the training phase:No details are given.

5. Evaluation results:

(a) Information: Not evaluated.

(b) Success rate: Not evaluated.

(c) Other criteria: For the first order attacks 50 traces were enough, for the second
order for some bits 2500 measurements were required.
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